José J Madera: Great to be back!

Emily Dickmann: Hi Everyone. Good to see you.

Molly Reinhard (she/her/hers): Hi everyone. Thanks for being here, Jeff!

Mary T-S: Mary T-S = Mary Thompson-Shriver

Nikki Witt Penwell: Difficult to hear Jeff

Amy Betzelberger: 80% occupancy? 80% of Normal capacity, or an adjusted "COVID-19 capacity"?

Molly Reinhard (she/her/hers): Hi Jeff - Thanks so much for being here with us today. I admit I’m feeling a disconnect between what many advisors/other student services staff and students themselves anticipated in terms of spread and what the top administration appears to have anticipated (e.g. possibly just a few floors quarantined vs. entire halls). Are you able to share more about how campus anticipates approaching further residence hall quarantines, changes for spring semester in terms of housing capacity levels, testing protocols, etc.?

Jonathon Ferguson: Thanks for being here, Jeff. With the residence hall numbers down a bit I wonder if there are ways that the open rooms could be used to benefit the students who have remained in the residence halls. For example, might it be possible to use those available rooms for students who could use a private space of advising appointments or other meetings?

To clarify my earlier comment, to use for virtual meetings that students have.

Alicia Hazen: Have any infected students/staff been hospitalized?

Nikki Witt Penwell: Will housing be reducing capacity for spring?

Scott Burkhardt: What kind of advice would you have for students in the res halls who are having trouble with the quality of the wifi strength in their rooms?

Maggie Nowicki (she/her/hers): Do you have any idea how many students are choosing to cancel contracts with a full refund versus students who have breached contract and will not receive any kind of funds back once they are asked to leave the hall?

AMANDA C WALSH: Hi Jeff - would you be able to share any more information about students who do opt to cancel their housing contract for this semester but plan to return in the spring semester? In particular, will it be likely they’d be able to get a contract for spring? Are there any guarantees so that they can plan ahead? What would spring look like for these students?

AMANDA C WALSH: And given that we don’t yet know the details of spring modality, will students have flexibility with canceling an existing spring contract as those details are finalized, or on the flipside, applying later for a spring contract if it does seem like being on campus is the best option for them/their course schedule?

Alicia Hazen: Do we know if any of those students who cancelled and opted to stay home withdrew altogether?
Jorge Jr. Zuniga: My students have expressed that they don’t have a house fellow because they have quit or not present. Does Res Life have a plan to hire more house fellows?

Tara Milliken (she/her/hers): Hi, all. Here's the link to the contact form: https://www.housing.wisc.edu/about/contact/

Tara Milliken (she/her/hers): And here's the general email: info@housing.wisc.edu

owczarek, scott thomas: It was 11 ... we are re-running the numbers... students are remaining enrolled!

Andy Quackenbush: What can the advising community do to support your staff? This has to be a really difficult time for them.

Kelley Harris: Thank you, Jeff, for joining us!

JEANNE S HAMERS: Thanks so much, Jeff, for all the information.

REBECCA BELLA SHARE: Thank you, Jeff! Hang in there!

Liz McCarthy: Thanks Jeff for being with us today.

Teddy Kaul: Thanks much for your time, Jeff!

Teddy Kaul: !

Betsy Wood she hers: Thanks for that candid update,

Eric Schueffner: Thanks Jeff.

Rebekah Pryor Pare: Thank you and your team, Jeff!

owczarek, scott thomas: Jeff you and the housing team are true rockstars ... thanks for supporting our students

Sarah Hallas: Thanks very much, Jeff, and thanks to everyone in housing for their fantastic work and support of students!

Toni Landis: Super helpful. You are remarkably calm. Good for you!

Amy Shannon: Thanks for supporting students making the choice they need to for their financial and other needs.

Emily Dickmann: Thanks for being here, Jeff.

Lynn Sankey: Thank you, Jeff! And for doing your best!

Seng Thao: Thank you for the great information

Kyle Martinez: Thanks for the info, Jeff.

Elaine Klein (Assoc Dean, Academic Planning): Thank you, Jeff!

Megan Grill: still working on confirming that 200 limit. Let me know if you know anything about this
Tara Milliken (she/her/hers): Here's the article about surge capacity for anyone who might interested: https://elemental.medium.com/your-surge-capacity-is-depleted-it-s-why-you-feel-awful-de285d542f4c

Nikki Witt Penwell: ^ This piece is so good

Amy Betzelberger: Thanks for saving me some intense Googling!

Marissa DeGroot: https://advising.wisc.edu/facstaff/committees/

Alicia Johanning: Maybe I missed this- but when will the Spring 2021 course offerings be published on CS&E?

Kelley Harris: @Alicia, you didn’t miss it. That detail hasn’t been mentioned yet.

owczarek, scott thomas: @Alicia - still being determined ....

Alicia Johanning: oh good, glad to hear I’m not behind. Thank you

Amy Betzelberger: We have not yet started scheduling spring courses

Diana Maki: https://forms.gle/XyBPqVzQDy253jRp7

Molly Reinhard (she/her/hers): By after finals, you mean end of December and early January?

Amy Betzelberger: Finals are dec 12-18?

Teddy Kaul: Can cuddles with our animals be a legitimate response to the question, Wren? :)

Lauren Foley: When are final grades due by instructors? Is that after finals..

Jolijn ("Yo-line") Nagelkerke: How often can we fill out to form? And how long will it remain open?

Diana Maki: Finals are Dec. 12-18

Amy Betzelberger: Н^а••^п

Diana Maki: Fill out the form as many times as you like

Nikki Witt Penwell: Will these forums continue?

Teddy Kaul: awww... that kitty is creative, Amy!

Beth Warner: Grading deadline for Fall is Monday, December 21st, 2020

Megan Armstrong: Would enrollment be before or after the holidays?

KELLY ALISON HIGGINS: to clarify, this is an official decision?

Jorge Jr. Zuniga: Thank you planning to fill out the survey during a PEOPLE team meeting! :)
Molly Reinhard (she/her/hers): Megan, it sounds like both.

Megan Armstrong: Thank you, Molly!

owczarek, scott thomas: @Kelly H ... Not official decision yet.

owczarek, scott thomas: ...but very likely

Becky Shields: So this info should not be released yet, correct?

Molly Reinhard (she/her/hers): I do not have actual knowledge, that's just what I am understanding : )

Amy Shannon: YAY!

Mary Claire Possin: I beg everyone to think beyond advising with this. We also need to think about those who build the class schedules for this campus. They were asked to do an impossible job this summer and we cannot ask that again. We haven't even started Spring build yet, and it's almost October.

Michael Sullivan: I know there were only four of these scheduled, and I'm sure it's lots of work, but is there a chance these could continue... it's been very helpful!

Liz McCarthy: Thanks for that reminder @Mary

Nikki Witt Penwell: fair to say that the campus is discussing it's options for spring enrollment timeline?

owczarek, scott thomas: @Nikki yes

Amy Shannon: I agree with Michael Sullivan...keep these going!

LISA CAPPABIANCA: Will, can we please have one of these for curricular reps??

Christine M Evans: Is campus committed to hybrid format again for the spring?

Katy France: Mary— as a curricular rep and advisor, I am very concerned about our spring schedule of classes timeline! thank you for bringing that up

Deborah Griffin: ((hugs)) to all,. You all are doing a great job. Appreciate your leadership. Be kind to yourselves.

Betsy Wood she hers: MOAR FORUMS!